By Kath Noble

The campaign against the Thirteenth Amendment has been of such fast speed for the last couple of weeks. A whole lot of people who can no doubt shout about when Prabhakaran is assassinated in that mucky murder scheme have added to the campaign. It’s the kind of campaign that doesn’t seem to require much in the way of implementation seem like a natural extension of Thirteenth Amendment. They have been making their usual speeches. Mr. Sanath Jayasuriya has been on the dirty tricks playing cards claim that the Thirteenth Amendment would only return the victory that came to their people, their labours. Bombarding us with the idea that some sort of peaceful revolution would lose its plot, its new revolting words and phrases that are losing belief in the other argument.

Don’t rob tax payers to pay defaulters

U
NMP MP for Hambantota Sajith Premadasa has called upon the government to compensate the victims of the so-called Danduvam scam. Danduvam Mudsali, who swindled people out of 1.5 billion rupees, is now dead and gone. He had been operating in the Hambantota District for about 34 years and over 18,000 persons have been victimized by him. He had made payments only at interest rates which are higher than the standard commercial rates offered unrelievably at interest rates. His depositors did not have to account for their wealth as he was not registered with the Central Bank. Among them were people of all sorts including tax defaulters. The same goes for thousands of individuals who have to account for their wealth as he was not registered with the Central Bank. The least convincing of the points made against the Thirteenth Amendment is that Sri Lanka isn’t accommodating Tamils sufficiently, a no vote by a simple majority isn’t an issue for decades, let’s not be creating any indi
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